THE GOOD LIFE

FIND YOUR ZEN
Discover the Good Life at F Zeen Retreat
where wellbeing is set to define luxury

PHILOSOPHY
Ευ ζην (F Zeen) is a mindset.
A lifestyle ideal.
It is the art of living well and
stems from earliest Greek
philosophy reminding us to be
at peace with ourselves and
the world surrounding us.
Ευ Ζην translates to bliss
(eudemonia) and it is the
epitome of living a good life
in which soul, mind and body
connect in absolute alignment,
to experience the living world
and the elements of nature.

LOCATION

Breathtaking beaches and sparkling
azure seas await to be explored on
this unspoiled Greek island.

Located on the south – west coast
of Kefalonia island, F Zeen Retreat
is set right on the long sandy shore
at Lourdas Beach.
Sharing panoramic sea vistas
and with mount Aenos on its back
offering a dramatic backdrop,
F Zeen Retreat
is an exotic escapism.

ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN
In perfect alignment with the natural environment, F Zeen’s approach is
to make sure that the buildings are integrating into the natural surroundings.
Set into the cliff, the Retreat emerges as part of the landscape intertwining
a unique and luxurious architectural design.

An eden-esque environment that allows guests
to recharge & reconnect promoting a mindful
way of life through meditation & relaxation.
Aiming to instill the primordial values of the
'Good Life', F Zeen Retreat combines
sophistication with simplicity offering
a meaningful hospitality approach.
Interiors combine minimal furniture and
artworks from local artisans, fused with folk
masterpieces brought to Kefalonia Island from
around the world, as collected by F Zeen’s
owners during their travels.

FACILITIES
61 rooms & suites of which
15 with private pool
2 private villas with pool
3 main swimming pools
3 Spas
1 outdoor cinema
2 outdoor fitness gyms
2 restaurants
Beach bar
All-day room service
Golf simulator
Private tennis court
Chef's Garden
3 fully equipped yoga decks
Residents-only beachfront
Private sunbed/umbrella sets
Blendibg seamlessly with nature.

STAY

Combining
simplicity

sophistication
giving

a

with

meaningful

approach to luxury hospitality.

63 keys consisting of
9 room categories,
3 suite categories,
2 private villas

CLASSIC GARDEN RETREAT
CLASSIC RETREAT

FOREST RETREAT WITH JACUZZI
SUPERIOR RAW RETREAT

SUPERIOR RETREAT

SWIMMING POOL

SUPERIOR RAW RETREAT

SUITE 103

SUPERIOR RAW RETREAT
SIDE SEA VIEW

SUITE 100

LUXURY RETREAT

SUITE 113

TERRACED PENTHOUSE

3 BEDROOM VILLA PRIVATE POOL

YOGA
F Zeen features 3 alluring outdoor
yoga decks.
Each deck shares a unique
characteristic offering an unrivalled
ambience for yoga and meditation.
Guests are also welcomed to use
the decks on their own.

Views beyond compare, privacy
and the sound of the sea.

OUTDOOR FITNESS
CENTER
Exercise in the fresh outdoors in our two-terraced
gym, finished to very high specifications.
1st terrace: cross-fit, calisthenics & body weight
including TRX, suspension, boxing bag, skipping
ropes and kettle bells. 2nd terrace: treadmills,
cross trainers & rowing machines including
Technogym equipment.

SPA
IDOR | WELLNESS | AETHER
F Zeen's spas offer a holistic
experience within a healing
sanctuary.
A heaven in which to
rejuvenate & pamper yourself.

RETREATS
Throughout the season F Zeen
offers a wide variety of mindful
retreats.
Providing the perfect
environment that encourages
healing and meditation
of both body, mind and soul.

Sound Healing Meditation
at Armonia Deck.

DINE & DRINK
The sustainable ethos embraced
at the 2 restaurants
Selīni and Gaia,
where the Executive Chef and his
team curate a menu accentuating
the second to none traditional
Greek recipes.

Selīni : means 'moon' in Greek.
Gaia: means 'earth' in Greek.

DINING CONCEPT: Based on Hippocrates’ teachings as he said
‘let food be thy medicine and medicine be thy food’
Expect a multi-sensory experience with plentiful options for
vegans & vegetarians to discover the nourishing side of indulgence.
Every sip becomes a flavoursome journey with a dedicated menu to
wellness drinks & a wine list that embraces the Greek vineyards

CHEF'S GARDEN
Balancing nutrition &
environmental accountability
Homegrown ingredients harvested from
the privately owned organic vegetable
garden and the generous benefaction of
the Greek land and sea.
With care and love we grow a lot of the
produce for our restaurants without the
use of any fertilisers or pesticides.
Inspiration derived from
Greek tradition.

The care and attention that goes into
this process reflects on our dishes.

F ZEEN EXPERIENCES

TENNIS *
Bring along your energy
and good mood and get

HIKING
Enjoy hiking tours in

GOLF *
SIMULATOR

Mount Aenos*, Paradisi

Master your swing with

Beach & the ruins of

our state-of-the-art

Sissia ancient monastery.

Foresight Golf Simulator.

WATER
ACTIVITIES

FITNESS
CLASSES

YOGA
CLASSES

Kayaking | SUP |
Snorkeling*

Recharge & exercise in the
fresh outdoors. Daily fitness
classes are offered
complimentary ranging
from HIIT to stretching etc.

Daily yoga classes are
offered complimentary
ranging from Vinyasa to
Beginner’s Yoga, Aerial
Yoga & Meditation etc.

ready for a game of tennis
in the stunning environs
of F Zeen Retreat.

A scenic turquoise
coastline awaiting to be
discovered.

OPEN-AIR CINEMA
Enjoy watching our weekly scheduled
movies under the stars, using state-ofthe-art silent headphones, we ensure we
keep the peace of the Retreat.

F ZEEN
BOUTIQUE
A homage to the local
craftmanship,
F Zeen Boutique
embodies the ethos of
F Zeen Retreat
focusing on natural fabrics &
materials with a conscious and
sustainable approach.

F ZEEN JEWELRY
Handmade with love from semi-precious stones and pure
silver & are the perfect gift to bring home from Greece.

THE GOOD LIFE
Lourdas Beach Road, Kefalonia, Livathos, 28083, Greece
T: +30 26710 31423 , M: +44 (0)207 183 5383
fzeenretreat@fzeen.net | reservations@fzeen.net

fzeenretreat.com
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